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Introduction

The wave theory of light was born almost three hundred
years ago. Another hypothesis existed. at the same period
that treated light as rays of particles diverging from a source
and travelling. in a homogeneous medium in straight lines
and at constant speed. This hypothesis provided straight
forward explanation of the observed recttlinear propagation
of light. However, this hypothesis was' hard tcconciliata
with another property of light rays which was also known
for a long time: intersecting light rays do not perturb one
another. Huygens wrote at the end of the XVII century:
"If we take into account ... that light rays pass through each
other with no hindrance to their passage, it will be quite
clear that when we see a luminous object, it cannot be
a result of transfer of some .light material which comes to us
from this object like a bullet or an arrow travelling through
the air".

Discarding the hypothesis of light particle's, Huygens in
his Treatise on Light, published in 1690, came lip with
a hypothesis that Iight "propagates in the same way as
sound does, i.e. in spherical surfaces or waves. I call these
surfaces" Huygens wrote, "waves, by similarity to the waves
observed on the surface of water into which a stone was
thrown." These" words are usually considered to be the first
exposition of the wave nature of light. In reality, however,
Huygens did not consider a true wave process characterized
by the double space-time periodicity. His argumentation on
Iy touched on wave front propagation. He did not take into
account the regular alternation of .crests .and troughs in the
wave. He even wrote: "...one should not picture waves fol
lowing each other at equal distances".

It Is Newton who is considered to be the founder of the
theory of light particles, or corpuscles. However, this is not
quite correct. In his famous Optics first published in 1704 New-
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Problems of Wave Optics

ton used both corpuscular and wave concepts. He realized
better than Huygens the difficulties encountered by the
theory which endeavours to find an explanation to light
phenomena in their totality. He repeated more than once:
"I do not know what light is".

The basic difficulty facing the wave theory of light was
the impossibility, as was believed at the time, to explain
the rectilinear propagation of light: waves indeed bend around
the edges of an obstacle. On the other hand, Newton
was equally aware of the difficulties facing the corpuscular
theory. It was already known in his time that a series of
alternating bright and dark fringes are formed at the shadow
boundary, and that similar fringes may appear when two
light beams are superposed. Newton himself discovered "the
phenomenon of alternating bright and dark rings which are
now described in all school textbooks under the name of
Newton's rings.

The limited character of. Huygens' theory, the fact that
it did not take into account the periodicity of the wave pro
cess, did not enable this theory to resolve all the problems
it encountered. Their resolution was accomplished only in
a hundred-odd years, at the beginning; of the XIX century,
with the publication first of a paper by Young, and thenof
a whole series of papers by the famous French physicist
Fresnel.

The Young-Fresnel theory demonstrated that deviations
from rectilinear propagation of light must actually take
place in the vicinity of obstacles. But these deviations are not
descernible in ordinary observations owing to extremely
small wavelengths of light waves.! Fresnel's works enabled
him to explain numerous familiar phenomena and to predict
new ones whose existence was then triumphantly verified by
experiments.

However, new difficulties appeared on the way of ·the
wave theory of light already in Fresnel's lifetime (he died
in 1827). Along with the majority of physicists of his time,
Fresnel postulated the existence of a continuous world.
pervading fluid or ether, governed by the laws of mechanics.
Ether was ascribed definite elasticity and density, so that
transverse elastic waves could be generated in it. Just these
waves constituted the light. In this concept ether not only
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1ntroductton

filled up the 'empty' space, but also saturated all material
objects. Ether properties were assumed to modify inside
these objects, and this helped explain the laws of reflection and
refraction of light. Fresnel noted, however, that no hypothe
sis, admissible from the standpoint of mechanics, can fully
explain the laws of refraction and reftection at the interface
of two transparent media. Such complete laws must take
into account not only the directions' of the reflected and
refracted waves, but also their relative brightness and the
degree of polarization as well. We remind the reader that
linearly polarized waves are the transverse waves which
oscillate along a straight line in a fixed plane.

I t is interesting to note that Fresnel succeeded in obtai
ning comparatively simple mathematical formulae which
determined in perfect agreement with experiments the rela
tive intensity of refracted and reflected rays and the degree
of polarisation; But neither Fresnel nor many other physi
cists working at the beginning and in the middle of the last
century succeeded in explaining these formulae from the
standpoint of .the hypothesis of a mechanicalelastic"ether.

The problem was brought to a solution at the end of the
century when the investigations of Maxwell and Hertz lead
to creation of a general theory of electromagnetic phenome
na, and when the existence of electromagnetic waves was
experimentally verified.

The theory has demonstrated that electromagnetic waves
in free space propagate at a speed of c = 3 .1010 cm/s which
is exactly the speed of light. This was the basis for the
development of the electromagnetic', theory of light which
regarded light as electromagnetic waves of short wavelengths
of the order of 10-1 em.

An electromagnetic wave is characterized by two vectors:
that of electric intensity E and that of magnetic intensity H.
At the interface of two' transparent media these vectors are
subject to different boundary conditions, and it is this
feature which permits to interprete Fresnel's formulas.

The electromagnetic theory has eliminated the difficulties
encountered by the Young-Fresnel other hypothesis. The
end of the last century saw the triumph of the wave theory
of light. But in the same period this theory met with- an
unsurmountable difficulty: it failed to explain the observed
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character of spectrum in equilibrium' radiation of solids,
From the point of view of the classical physics of that time
the power of this radiation must increase without limit when
we move to shorter' and shorter waves. In reality this is not
the 'ease. This discrepancy 'between the theory and facts was
given 'an expressive name of 'ultraviolet catastrophe'. The
way out of this 'catastrophe' was found by Planck by means
of giving. up certain classical notlons. Planck made an
assumption that light possesses qualities not compatible
with the wave concepts. He put forth a hypothesis that
a light beam consists of separate portions (quanta) of energy
B = h», where h is a 'universal constant given the name of
Planck's constant. The last six decades were the years of
rapid and extremely fruitful, development of quantum con
cepts. Many scientists came to an opinion that classical wave
optics became an obsolete branch of science of no interest
from the standpoint of modern science and technology.
However, this opinion proved to be groundless and fallaci
ous. At~ present we witness a' new phase of a diverse and
highly successful progress in wave optics. The invention of"
lasers which are the coherent sources of light, played an
especially great and stimulating role in this progress. The
theory of information, was highly instrumental in bringing
around the modern understanding of wave optics.

Basic Features of the
Wave Theory or Light

As we have already mentioned the wave process is charac
terized by a double space-time periodicity. To clarify this
statement, let us consider for the sake of simplicity an elastic
transversal wave produced in, a tight string. Its equation
has the form

y=asin2n('Yt~f), (1.)

where a is the, amplitude of tile wave, 'Y is -the frequency,
and. t is the time counted from the' moment of initiation of
oscillations In a string in the origin 0 (y, = ·0 for t = 0 and
% = 0). The wavelength A is related to the period T = 1/"

to



Basic Features of the Wave Theory of Light

and the velocity V of wave propagation by the expression

vA=VT=
'Y

(2)

Eq. (1) describes the process of wave propagation along
the string. If we fix on a string a point with a specific coor
dinate % and follow its behaviour in time, we shall see
that the point performs a regular harmonic oscillation with
a frequency v, an amplitude a and the initial phase

q>= -2,", ~

If, conversely, we fix time giving it a certain value t,
and observe the entire string, we shall see that it assumes
a sinusoidal shape, forming in space regularly alternating
troughs and crests. Neighbouring crests are spaced at a di
stance equal to the wavelength A.

Therefore, Eq. (1) describes in a mathematical form the
above-mentioned feature of the wave process, viz., that it
possesses double periodicity: temporal (with a frequency v)
and spatial (determined by the wavelength A). A wave is
characterized by three quantities: an amplitude a, frequen
cy \' (or wavelength s) and phase q> =-21tX1'A,. We assume
the velocity of wave propagation V to be specified before
hand; the frequency v and the wavelength 'A, are related
by Eq. (2).

The wave theory of light explained the formation of
Newton's rings, appearance of alternating bright and dark
fringes at the edge of a shadow, as well as a number of other
phenomena classified under two generalized' terms: inter
ference and diffraction of light. These ·phenomena indicate
that adding light to light may lead not only to enhancement
but also to diminution of the original beam.

This phenomenon was first given correct interpretation
by a British doctor and natural scientist Thomas Young in
1802. Young's explanation was,inessence, that two systems
of light waves intensify one another in those locations' where
the wave crests of one system are superposed on the crests
of the other system and troughs coincide with troughs, and
damp one another when crests are superposed on troughs.

if



Problems of Wave Optics

However, the explanation of all features of interference
requires detailed analysis of the nature of light waves. First
of all, it is evident that waves must be of equal wavelength A
or of identical frequency" (monochromatic light); secondly,
oscillations in the waves must proceed in the same plane.
Among other things, a sort of 'wave regularity' is required.
The point is that light waves are emitted by individual
atoms and molecules. Any real source of light consists of
an enormous number of atoms, and the light waves emitted
from all of them overlap.

Oscillations of atoms in ordinary light sources are inde
pendent, or, as we usually say, uncorrelated, so that waves
superpose in a random way and on the average produce
a uniform enhancement of illumination. No interference
fringes are formed when a sheet of paper is illuminated by
two separate light sources. 'Regularity' of light oscillations
is required for light interference to take place. The light
waves possessing such a 'regularity' are called coherent.
The fact that coherence is a necessary condition for the
observation of light interference was first established in
1816 by Fresnel.

But how can coherence be achieved? Until quite recently
physics never met with a case of 'regular" emission of light
from two different sources or from two neighbouring areas of
an extended light source. It was dealing with sources in
which emission from individual atoms was uncorrelated or
correlated but slightly. Classical physics was familiar
exclusively with such cases in which interference was obser
ved between light waves emitted from 8 single elementary
emitter (an atom or a molecule). And only the development
of quantum light generators., or lasers (for light amplification
by stimulated emission of radiation), made the correlated
emission possible.

Let us for the time being leave the lasers aside and consi
der how to obtain interference fringes by using a source with
uncorrelated atomie emission. To do this, we take up the
arrangement suggested by Young. Let II' be the light source
(Fig. 1) in the form of a luminous surface; an opaque screen
A is placed close to it and has a pinhole P of diameter d.
The second screen B with two pinholes pi and P", positio
ned symmetrically with respect to the pinhole P at a dis..
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I'

A
"--t--#BL--- t, #c

Fig. t. The anangement of Young's eXr'riment: P-a pinhole which
opens a small area of the source II'; P and pIP-two pinholes in an
opaque screen B; C-a screen on which the interference pattern is
observed.

tance t from each other, is placed parallel to the screen A
at a distance l from' it. The diameter of these holes is
d'. And finally, a. screen C, on which Interference fringes
are to be observed, is placed behind the screen ·B at a di
stance r.

Let us assume for the sake of simplicity that the source 11'
emits light waves of only one well-defined wavelength "
(monochromatic light). If all the three pinholes P, P', P"
and the spacing t are small, while land l' are sufficiently large,
interference fringes will appear on the screen C. Let us
assume first that the pinhole P is an elementary source of
radiation so that it becomes the centre of a system of regu
lar spherical waves.

When these waves reach the pinholes P' and P", they
become, according to Huygens' principle, the sources of
spherical waves. Propagating, these latter waves superpose.
Since by the assumption they were generated by the same
elementary source, they are coherent. Therefore, at a
certain point of the screen C they will either intensify
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Problems oj Wave Optics

or attenuate each other, depending on the manner in which
their crests and troughs overlap.

In reality none of the pinholes P, pi, P" can be oonsidered
as the source of simple systems of concentric spherical waves.
As.!1 result of Anite dimensions of the pinholes pi and pit,
varlous pairs of points of these pinholes will produce on
the sc~een C systems of fringes displaced with respect to
'each other. If this displacement is small, the fringes will
"not blur. Calculations show that for this purpose the angle u
at which location each of the holes pi and P" is seen from
the screen C should satisfy the condition u < 'Alt.

But the pinhole P should not be too large either, other
wise light waves emitted from its different points will produce
at the pinholes pi and P" random oscillations, uncapable
of interfering. For these random oscillations not to impede
the observation of fringes the angle 8 at which the pin
hole P is observed from the position 01 the screen B, can be
calculated to satisfy the condition e< "Alt *. Both these
conditions for the angles e and u can be realized, and
Young's experiment makes it possible to observe interference
fringes in spite of the fact that emission from individual
atoms is uncorrelated. In order to observe interference,
Fresnel used a star as ,a light source, so that the angle e
was practically zero.

It is thus apparent that in essence light waves emitted by
one elementary emitter are separated by means of two pin
holes pi and P" into two groups of waves which then super
pose and interfere. Therefore, interference is observed bet
ween waves emitted by the same radiating element, In
addition, experimental conditions are selected so that there
is no blurring of fringes produced as a result of interfere
nce of waves emitted by different emitters. This. is the
basic principle of any interference experiment in classical
physics.

Interference is important not only as a proof of the wave
nature of light, but also as a method 'Of measuring the
wavelength of light waves. The distance' Jl between the

• We give the conditions for the angles u and e to the accuracy
of constant numerical multipliers, differing but slightly from unity;
this is of no consequence for our reasoning. .
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successive interference fringes in Young's experiment is
Aequal to ~ = Tl'. Hence, we. can find the wavelength A2

by measuring 8, t and I' *.
By using the introduced characteristics of the wave pro

cess, let us formulate the conditions at. which an interferen
ce pattern is formed. The maxima on the interference pattern
appear at points where waves arrive with a path difference
equal to an integral number of wavelengths: III = ± kA
(k is an integer); and minima appear where the path diffe
rence is equal to an odd number of half-wavelengths: Ii =
= ± (2k + 1) ')../2.

If we resort to the concept of phase, then maxima will be
formed when the phase difference L\cp will be equal to an
integral number of 'l: : L\cp = ± kn; minima will be formed
when the phase difference equals an odd number of
n/2 : L\cp = ± (2k + 1) n/2.

As follows from the foregoing complete coherence of light
beams which stipulates the appearance of distinct inter
ference fringes, requires not only the above-mentioned cor
relation of oscillations, but also time-constant frequency 'V

of oscillations (or wavelength A). The light must be homo
geneous, i.e. not to be a mixture of waves of different wave
lengths Iv (different frequencies v), Otherwise different wave
lengths will have maxima shifted with respect to each other,
and the interference fringes will be blurred and coloured.
Thus, the coherence of light assumes that we deal with light
waves of a definite frequency v and that this frequency
remains constant in time.

But is it ever possible for an elementary emitter (an atom
or a molecule) to produce for an infinitely long time regular
harmonic oscillations with constant frequency v? The answer
to this question was given by the electromagnetic theory
of light.

According to Maxwell's theory, an electromagnetic wave
is generated around a circuit whose electric dipole moment

• In the International Slstem of Units the wavelength is measured
in nanometres; 1 nm = 10- m. In the infrared range the wavelength
is usually measured in micrometres; 1 )lID = 10-6 ID.
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Problems oj Wavtl Opttc'.....
oscillates in time *. The frequency of the emitted electro
magnetic wave is equal to that of dipole oscillations. The
Hertz dipole, I.e. two balls fixed at the ends of the .short
rods, may serve as an example. When voltage is applied to
the rods, breakdown in the gap between the balls takes place,
and electric oscillations produced thereby generate in the
surrounding space an electromagnetic wave.

. Let us assume that dipole oscillations are purely har
monic:

p 1:::3; a sin (21&\'1 + q»

The acceleration in the process of harmonic oscillations is
proportional to the amplitude a and to the second power of
frequency v .. According to Maxwell's theory the mean power
of radiation is proportional to the second power of accelera..
tiona Hence the mean power of radiation is

W,...., aZv',

i.e. the radiated power is proportional to the square of the
amplttude a and to the fourth power of frequenoy v, The re
sults will be of use later.

Maxwell's theory was valid for macroscopic processes,
i.s. for processes involving relatively large objects consis
ting of a large number of atoms or molecules. At the very
end of the last century the famous Dutch physicist Lorentz
has generalized Maxwell.'s ideas to cover interatomic pro...
eeSS8S. He has united the Maxwell-Hertz theory with the
concepts of the electron theory. He put forth a hypothesis
that emission of light waves is the result of oscillations of
electrons inside atoms or molecules.

If a force returning an electron to its equilibrium position
is proportional to the displacement r (·quasi-.elastic' force),
the electron oscillates harmonically and emits electromagne
tic light waves with a frequency v,

Now the question is. whether the light emitted by' such
a quast-elaatte electron is ideally monochromatic, I.e,
whether it will be characterized by an infinitely lasting
sine wave with fixed values of the amplitude Q, and frequen-

• Radiation is. also possible in oscillations of a magnetic dipole,
as well as of an eleetria or magnetic quadrupole, etc,
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cy v. To answer this question, let us consider how a compli
cated oscillatory process can be described mathematically.

With this goal in view we turn to a phenomenon called the
beats of oscillations. They are produced when two oscilla
tions or two waves with identical amplitudes and phases but
slightly different frequencies \71 and Vi superpose. The resul..
tant cumulative oscillation is described by the equation

II= 2acos 2n 'Vi-;'V2 t sin 2ft 'Vit V2 t (3)

If the frequencies 'VI and 'VI are close to one another. their
difference Ii\' == 'VI -- \'1 is small and Eq, (3) can be conside
red as an equation of oscillations with the frequency 'V ==
= Vi t V2 whose amplitude changes slowly according to

the relation

A"",2aeos2n ~'Y t

It is apparent that amplitude first slowly rises to the
value of 2a and then diminishes to zero. Beats of oscillations
are produced.

Beats are easily demonstrated In the domain of acoustics.
Two identical tuning forks are taken, with a small additio...
nal weight attached to one of them. If both tuning forks are
then set to vibrate, w•.ves with slightly diff.erent frequencies
will be generated and a periodie in~.n!riDcationand then
attenuation of sound intensi.ty will be distinctly heard.
In optics an experiment with beats of light 1Va-.es i~ difficult
to design. Again the problem. is that any real light source
consists of a very large number of mutually uneorrelated
elementary emitters. As in the case of Interference, we have
to single out the waves emitted by a single radiating ele
ment.

In a general case the result of superposition of two oscll
lattons depends on their' frequencies, amplitudes and initial
phases. Fig. 2a shows tW() harmonte oscillations Yl and Yz
as functions of t, and the result of their superposition tl =
= Yl + lis- The first of the oscfllations has some .dennite
amplitude at and frequency 'VI and the second _one frequen
cy Vi' 4.5 times smaller than the first, and the amplitude
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a

(b)(a)

r---+---I'¥---+----+---+--~ 1.

r---~--I--~---I---4r-- 2.5

Fig. 2. Superposition of two harmonic oscillations Yl and Y2 forming
the resultant oscillation y (a); the spectrum of the resultant oscilla-
tion (b). -

a 2 = 2.5 al. We see that the resultant oscillation is fairly
complex in character.

We can state a reverse problem and, considering a com
plicated oscillation, analyze how to decompose it into a sum
of harmonic oscillations. In the case of an oscillation plotted
in the lower portion of Fig. 2a, it is expanded into two har
monic oscillations plotted in two upper lines of the same
figure. 'I'he result of such an expansion is conveniently dis
played in a graphical form by laying off frequencies on the
abscissa axis, and amplitudes on the ordinate axis. This
graph is called the spectrum of a given oscillation. For the
case of a complicated oscillation plotted in Fig. 2a, the
spectrum consists of two lines with the lengths of al and
a2 = 2.5 at and with abscissae equal to "1 and v~ = vl/4.5
(Fig. 2b).

Superposition of three and more. harmonic oscillations
results in more complicated types of oscillations. However,
even very complicated oscillations can be expanded into
a sufficient number of harmonic oscillations with different
frequencies Vi and amplitudes ai. The spectrum of such an
oscillation will consist of a large number of lines. In mathe
matics the expansion of a periodic function f (t) into a sum of
harmonics is called the expansion into a Fourier series *.

• Expansion into a Fourier series is possible if f (t) satisfies the
so-called Dirichlet condttton« which, as a rule, are satisfied when
physical problems are considered.

18
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The following question is now justified: what physical
meaning is carried by the expansion into a Fourier series?
This becomes quite clear if we consider the experimental me
thods of recording harmonic oscillations. This recording is
realized by means of a resonator, i.e, a system which can
vibrate under the action of a driving force. A resonator is
said to have a sharp resonance curve if the amplitude of its
forced vibrations a'· is large when the frequency of the
driving force" coincides with that of its free vibrations "0
and decreases rapidly with the increase of the absolute value
of the difference in frequencies [v - "0 I. A tuning fork
with a small damping, 'responding' to sound vibrations
with frequencies " coinciding with the. frequency of free
vibrations "0 and 'silent' at v =1= "0 may be taken as an
example. .

As another example, we can consider an electric circuit
consisting of a capacitance C and self-inductance L, with
a very small ohmic resistance R. The frequency of free oscil-
lations is "0 = 1/2nV LC; the circuit's resonance curve is very
sharp. Appreciable electric oscillations are produced in it
under the action of electromagnetic waves with a frequency
of 'V = "0 and the amplitu,de of its forced vibrations is small
when 'V *"0. At resonance maximum the amplitude of forced
vibrations is proportional to' the amplitude of the driving
force.

This last type of resonator is convenient because we can
easily vary its free oscillations Vo by adjusting either its
capacitance C or self-inductance L. This permits 'tuning'
the resonator to 'receive' the oscillations" of different fre
quencies v,

Let a complex oscillation be fed into such a receiver. If
we vary continuously its free oscillations frequency 'Yo,
resonance will be observed each time "0 coincides with the
frequency Vi of one of the terms in the Fourier series which
mathematically describes the given complex oscillation.
Thus the expansion into a Fourier series corresponds to a real
physical process, namely the ability in producing resonance
at "i = "0 in a system with a sharp resonance curve.

The method of expansion into a Fourier series can be ge
neralized to cover non-periodic functions. In this case
a function is expanded into an infinite number of harmonic
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oscillatory motions. The differences between frequencies of
'neighbouring' oscillations are infinitely small; amplitudes
Gat of individual elementary oscillations become infinite
simal. From the mathematical point of view this signifies the
transition from the expansion of the function f (t) into a Fou
rier series to its representation by a Fourier integral. A con
tinuous spectrum corresponds graphically 'to a complex non
periodic oscillation. The distribution of oscillation amplitu
des over the continuous spectrum is characterized by the
spectral density of amplitude ay = da,/dv, where da, is
the amplitude of oscillations per an infinitesimal frequency
interval from a given value 'V to the value v + d'V. Since the
quantity 4y has different values for different values of y .it'
is often called the distribution function of amplitude over
frequency. Graphically it is plotted as a continuous curve.
It is not difficult to transform the amplitude distribution
function into the distribution function for radiated power
over frequency. The radiated power is proportional to the
square of the amplitude. Therefore, if we characterize the
distribution of radiated power w by its spectral density Wv
we shall obtain that Wv ~ a~. _

In confirmation of this fact let us consider as an example
a very important ease of damped oscillation:

y=aoexp( - ~ t)sin(2nvot + q» (4)

Such an oscillation is shown in Fig. 3a. I ts amplitude
a diminishes with time by the exponential law: a =
=ao exp (- ~ t). The factor y is called the damping coefficient.

This law is observed for the amplitude of pendulum oscilla
tions with friction, amplitude of vibrations of a tuning fork,
etc. Eq. (4) includes 'Vo which denotes frequency of oseilla
tions in the sense that the value of y becomes zero at equal
time intervals To = I/vo. However, oscillation is not periodic
in the true sense of the term, since with each new swing its
amplitude a becomes smaller and smaller.

Since the radiated power is proportional to the square of
the amplitude, its time history will be described by the
formula

.7t)

w = Wo exp (-yt) (5)
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(a) (b)

Fig. 3. Damped oscillation (a) and its spectrum (b).

Let us introduce damping time defined by the expression

't = tly

Then Eq. (5) is substituted by the following equation

w = Wo exp (-tIT:)

It is obvious that the radiated power w will decrease during
a time interval t, equal to a damping time 1: by a factor of e,
i.e. by a factor of 2.718....

By using the Fourier method we can calculate the spectral
density of radiated power for damped oscillations. I t is given
by a curve shown in Fig. 3b. The maximum is located at
'V = "0. The curve falls off at the edges the steeper, the
lower the damping coefficient y. The bandwidth is

Avn=i-= ~"'
The smaller the damping coefficient 'V (or the larger the

time T), the smaller the bandwtdth'av., Therefore, the spect
rum for oscillations with very low damping contracts to
a narrow strip with the center at 'Y = "0. The band spreads
out as damping increases.

"The process of damping of oscillations of an emitting
electron was analyzed in optics by Lorentz. His calculation

4-853 21
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was based on the model of quasi-elastic electron with the
frequency of free oscillations "0. Lorentz did not consider
any 'friction' forces inside the atom. However, if an electron
is forced out ~f the equilibrium position and then left free
to oscillate, its oscillations will be damped because it will
continuously lose energy for radiation. Lorentz's calcula
tions led to the conclusion that in this case'the time of damping
't' is determined only by the values of' electron charge e,
its mass mo and frequency of oscilations vo:'

3c3mo f
1'8 = 8n2e2 •~o

Here c is the electrodynamic constant equal to B X 1010·cm/s·
(it coincides with the speed of light in vacuum). For visible
light "0 is of the order of 6 X 101,4 S-I, 'and for 't by Eq. (6)
its value is of the order of 1 X 10-8 s. B·y the order of magni
tude this time coincides with the period during which lasts
the train of the coherent light waves determined from inter
ference experiments.

If an electron of an atom oscillated without damping, the,
spectrum would consist of only one infinitely narrow spectral
line characterized by a well-defined frequency 'V. Actually
damping broadens the line, and its contour takes the form
plotted in Fig. 3b. The line width is equal, in accordance
·with the above formulae, to

4ne2v1

~'Vn=-33 0
c mo

For visible spectrum band v ~ 6 X 101t Hz and ~vn ~

~ 14 MHz *". This width, called the natural, or normal width,
is very small and makes approximately 2 X 10-8 of the fre
quency of the line itself. From the standpoint of classical
physics no spectral line can have width smaller than the
natural one. V\7e shall see below that lines emitted by lasers
can be narrower.

• In electronics it is customary to measure frequency in Hz, so
that t Hz = 1 S-I. At present optical frequencies are also measured
in Hi. Then for visible light 'V is of the. order of 6 X 1014 Hz, or
6 X 108 MHz, 1 megahertz (MHz) is equal to 10' Hz.
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There are still other reasons for line broadening. One of
them is due to thermal motion of emitt.ing atoms or mole
cules: according to Doppler's principle, frequencies they
emit differ from that which they would emit being at rest.
Since thermal motion of atoms or molecules is random, the
line broadens symmetrically. Its width is proportional to
V TIf.1 where T is 'the temperature and u is the molecular
weight of moving particles. For visible part of the spectrum
and for mean atomic weight of molecules, the Doppler width
at T = fOOO OK is approximately 1000 MHz, i.e. exceeds the
natural width by two orders of magnitude.

Another reason for line broadening is the collisions of
atoms of a radiating gas or vapor. This also perturbs the
regular character of oselllatlons. Line broadening caused by
collisions at atmospheric pressure and temperatures of the
order of 1000 OK is by an order of magnitude greater than the
normal; at low pressure both broadenings are of the same
order. Usually the observed broadening is caused by all
three reasons at a time: natural damping, collisions, and
thermal motion of emitting particles.

Summarizing the above presented material, we come to the
conclusion that real light sources do not emit coherent fight.
This involves two different types of noncoherence: (a) spa
tial noncoherence due to absence of correlation between
emissions from different portions of the same source, (b) tem
poral noncoherence due to broadening of spectral lines.
The first difficulty is avoided by suitable selection of proper
experimental conditions. As we mentioned above, these
conditions boil down to small angular dimensions of the
source. In order to diminish the role played by the second
factor one must select light sources with narrow spectral
lines. This requirement is satisfied in low-pressure gas
discharge tubes radiating at low temperatures. Individual
spectral lines are separated from the net spectrum of such
a source by means of a filter or an apparatus called mono
chromator.

It was assumed until quite recently that temporal cohe
rence is limited by a natural line width. It was practically
impossible to observe interference at path differences ex
ceeding 10-12 em. This conclusion had to be discarded when
lasers were invented.
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Classical Experiments
on Interference of Light

The simplest experiment illustrating the phenomenon of
light interference is the described above Young's experiment.
Among the phenomena explained by the interference of light
are also Newton's rings, colours of thin films, the spectra
observed with diffraction gratings, etc. Skipping them, we
shall discuss in more details the experiment with Fresnel's
zone plate.

Fresnel's zone plate is a plane-parallel transparent plate
with a series of concentric and dark rings formed on its sur
face (Fig. 4). If we set the radii of the rings to be

r, = y2lk'A + k2A2 (7)

where k is the number of a ring, l is the distance from the
centre of the plate to a point 0' on its axis (Fig. 5), then it
is easy to demonstrate that path length A itO' from the ring
to the point 0' will be equal to l + k'A. Hence, the path
difference between neighbouring rays A itO', A If. -10', etc,
will be equal to one wavelength.

Let us assume that a plane wave front ab, parallel to the
zone plate, is incident on this plate. Then all rings will
become centres of coherent oscillations proceeding in-phase.
Meeting in the point 0' these waves intensify each other
since path differences between them will be equal to integral

Fig. 4. Fresnel's zone plate.
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Fig. 5. Ray trajectories in a zone plate; three systems of rays are
formed behind the plate: parallel rays forming a plane front a'b';
rays AIlO', AIl-10', Ai-0' converging to the point 0'; rays AkBk,
Ak - 1Bk - 1 , A;"Bk which, extended, intersect at point 0".

numbers of wavelengths. Therefore, the point 0' will be
a real focus in which concentrate plane waves falling onto
the plate. Zone plate acts like a converging lens.

However, it must be noted that in comparison with a lens
the zone plate possesses a number of essential features. First
of all, the focus 0' is also formed when path difference from
the neighbouring transparent rings is equal not to one wave
length, as we assumed in writing the formula (7), but to two,
three etc. wavelengths. Secondly, to each focus 0', there
corresponds a symmetrical point 0" located in front of the
plate, and possessing the property such that the path diffe
rence of neighbouring rays AkB, A Il - tB Il - 1, etc. which,
when prolonged, intersect in the point 0", will also be
equal to one wavelength. Hence, the point 0" will be the
virtual focus of the divergent beam of rays AkB,u A Jt-tBk-l,
AkB;u .ete. And finally, a plane wave front a'b' will propagate
behind the plate.

We assumed that the plate is divided into transparent and
opaque rings, with sharp transitions between them. But if
the plate is prepared with smooth sinusoidal transitions
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(a)

Pig, 6. Formation of interference fringes on a photographic plate C
as a result of interference of a plane and a spherical waves (a); for
mation of a real 0' and a virtual 0" foci when a plate C is illuminated
by a plane wave front abo

from transparent to opaque rings, only the foci 0' and 0"
will be retained, corresponding to the path difference of only
one wavelength A. Such a plate with a smooth transition
from transparent to dark rings can be obtained by photo
graphing circular interference fringes.

The simplest way is offered by the arrangement of the
interference experiment suggested in 1933 by V. P. Linnik.
This arrangement is shown in Fig. 6a: a plane wave front
ab of coherent light is incident on a glass plate A *. The
plate is covered by a translucent metal layer with a small
aperture O. Two coherent wave fronts appear behind the plate:

• In Linnik's original experiment the plate was illuminated by
a slightly divergent wave, but this .does not change the general arran
gement of the experiment and the corollaries following from it.
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a plane front a'b', directly transmitted by the plate, and
a spherical front cd. The source for the latter is an aperture o.
Both systems of waves interfere, and if we place in a suita
ble position a photographic plate C, interference rings will
he fixed on it after processing. This system of rings possesses
the properties of a Fresnel's zone plate. If we illuminate
them by a plane coherent wave, three systems of waves,
mentioned above, will be produced: a plane, 8 convergent
spherical and a divergent spherical (Fig. 6b). A real and
a virtual foci 0' and 0" correspond to the second and the
third systems. These foci can be regarded to give the recon
structed real and virtual images of the point 0 .

In order that a thus photographed system of interference
rings be similar to a zone plate shown in Fig. 4, the photo
"graphic plate C (see Fig. 6a) should be placed perpendicular
ly to the direction of rays in the primary Iight'heam, However,
Fig. 6a represents a plate positioned at an angle a, =1= o. As
a result, the rings fixed on a plate will be elongated. This
distortion of the shape of the rings changes the picture
produced when the resultant plate is illuminated (Fig. 6b).
Both foci 0' and 0" will be moved off the plate axis. This
facilitates their visual observation. If we observe the plate
from the right, below and behind the real focus 0', we shall
see a bright dot corresponding to this focus. If we view the
plate from the right and above, then we shall see only
a point corresponding to the virtual focus 0". When a plate
with eircular rings is illuminated, the axes of both light
beams, one corresponding to the real focus 0' and the other
to the virtual focus 0", lie on the same straight line. In
this case it is impossible to observe light beams from, both
foci separately.

The experiment with Fresnel's zone plate is also interest
ing because it indicates the possibility of 'modifying the
character of light wave propagation by creating specific phase
differences: for instance, to generate waves with spherical
wave surfaces (convex or concave) from a system of plane
waves. Nevertheless a zone plate served for quite a long
time only to illustrate the mechanism of wave propagation.
But at present the Fresnel's zone plate can be regarded as the
prototype of a hologram obtained in holography, a new tre
mendously promising technique of recording an optical image.
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We shall take up the subject of holography later on, but
now we shall discuss one more way of using phase relations
which makes it possible to select from a complicated wave
system the waves characterized by a definite frequency. In
other words this means that we tan single out from white
light the rays with a definite wavelength, Le. of a definite
colour. This method makes the foundation of the colour
photography suggested by Lippmann in 1894.

The Lippmann method is as follows: a photographic plate
with a thick emulsion layer is placed on a reBooting metal
surface, for example, a mercury surface. The light, incident
on a plate normally, is reneeted by the mercury surface.
The incident and renected waves interfere and ~orm standing
waves in the emulsion. The-photographieproeess takes place
only in antinodes, so that after plate development 8 number
of layers of silver particles is formed, each parallel to the
plate surface, If the plate is illuminated by the light of
a definite colour, i.e. of a definite wavelength A, the spacings
between the silver layers will be equal to ),,/2. If then such
a plate is illuminated by white' light, only the waves with
the wavelength A reflected from silver layers will be enhan
ced; all other waves will be extinguished. As a result, the
plate seen in the reflected light, will be of the colour in
which the photograph was originally taken.

Later the principle suggested by Lippmann found nume
r~us applications. In modern optics interference filters are
used which enable us to single out narrow spectral reg.ions
from white light. Multilayer coatings are also widely used
to 'clear' optical instruments, i.e, to reduce the fraction
of light renected from the surfaces of lenses and other parts
of optical instruments.

Interference is used in modern science.and technology to
solve a great number of problems, among them: measure
ment of small variations of length, of small angles, of refrac
tion indices of gases" etc-.By the characterof the interference
pattern the surface quality may be estimated, for example,
the degree of surface deviation from the ideal plane or sphere
of a given radius of curvature. The smallness of the light
wavelength ensures high sensitivity of the method. The
change of the path difference between the two rays by one
half of wavelength (this makes approximately 2.5 X to-I cm
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for visible light) results in a displacement of the interference
pattern such that a dark fringe shifts into the position of
the neighbouring bright fringe. And since any fringe shift
of 1/10 of the interfrlnge spacing can be easily measured,
a pit or a protrusion only a few millionth of a centimetre deep
(or high) can be detected on the surface. The interference
method of surface control makes it possible to achieve a high
degree of perfection in modern optical instrumentation.

The whole domain of interference application is called the
interferometry. Special instruments, interferometers, are
designed for the purpose of interferometric measurements.
One of them is the Michelson interferometer, and its opera
tion principle is illustrated in Fig. 7. A translucent silver...
coated mirror A splits an incident light beam emitted by
a source S' into two beams 1 and 2. These beams are then
reflected by the mirrors B1 and B I I one of which is statio
nary while the other (mirror Bs in Fig. 7) can be shifted
parallel to itself by means of a micrometer screw C. The rays
reflected back by the mirrors B1 and B. again reach the
mirror A and, partly transmitted and partly reflected by it,
are then collected by a lens in a point S", where the inter
ference fringes are observed. The path difference of the
beams is determined by the difference between lengths It
and 1, of the interferometer 'arms'.

Displacement of the mirror B1 enables us to achieve the
path difference between two interfering rays up to several
centimetres. Due to this fact Michelson interferometer is
convenient to investigate the degree of lightmonochromatiza
tion. The length of coherent wave train is limited owing to
temporal noncoherenee, and at larger path difference the
interference pattern is blurred.

We have already mentioned that classical physics consider
ed the light of an individual spectral line, emitted in elect
ric discharge in gases or vapors at low pressure, as having
the highest feasible degree of coherence. The investigated
spectral line was normally singled out by means of a special
instrument, monochromator. Its light was directed into
an interferometer. 'Cadmium red line proved to be the most
monochromatic. It was found possible to observe with this
line interference fringes with the path differences of several
centimetres. Therefore, the length of a coherent wave train
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Fig. 7. Diagram of the Michelson interferometer: S'-light source;
A-semitransparent mirror, splitting light into two beams 1 and 2;
B1- stat ionary mirror; B 2- movable mirror; SN -location of the
interference pattern.

for this line is approximately equal to 3-5 em, which signifies
damping time of ~10-1 s and the line width of about 300 MHz.
The length of a coherent wave train from cooled sources of
light can reach, as we have already mentioned, up to
10-12 em.

The Michelson interferometer was used for numerous high
precision measurements, and in particular, to compare the
length of the standard metre to the light wavelength. Michel
son was the first to carry out this comparison in 1890-1895.
He has established that a standard metre is equal to
1 553 163.5 wavelengths of the cadmium red line.

Optical Image

Image formation in optical systems, viz. lenses and mir
rors, is usually the domain of the ray optics, often called the
geometrical optics. According to the concepts of the ray optics
light. propagates in a homogeneous transparent medium
along straight lines (rays) and undergoes reflection and ref
raction only at the interface of two media. A beam of rays
intersecting in one point (focus) is called a homocentric beam.
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Fig. 8. Formation of the image of a point source S; 8' -real image (a);
8" - virtual image (b).

Let us consider the passage of an axial homocentric beam
through a lens with spherical surfaces. Refraction in the
lens produces either a convergent (Fig. Sa) or a divergent
beam of rays (Fig. 8b). As a particular case, a beam of paral
lel rays can be formed. The question is: will this conserve
the homocentrieity of the beam?

Calculations, based on the law of light refraction, indicate
that homocentrism is conserved only under the condition that
the angle a between the rays and the lens axis is small.
This is the only case when a lens gives a point image of
a point object S, the image being either real S' (Fig. 8a)
or virtual 8" (Fig. 8b). The larger the angle ex the larger the
deviations from homocentricity and the greater the blurring
of the image of the point S. This phenomenon is called the
spherical aberration. The off-axis beams simultaneously
undergo additional distortion called the astigmatism.

Spherical aberration and astigmatism can be overcome
either by designing a complicated system consisting of seve
ral lenses, or by dropping the requirement that lens surfaces
be spherical (aspherical optics). In complicated systems the
aberration produced by some lenses is compensated by that
produced by other lenses. This is a usual way since manu
facturing aspherical lenses poses severe technical problems.

In order to design objectives for large angles ex with thor
oughly compensated aberrations, systems of 4-5 and even
more lenses ha ve to be designed. Situation becomes even m~re

complicated in the case of white (non-monochromatlc)
light since the refraction index of glasses n depends on the
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wavelength At. This produces a new type of distortion which
is called the chromatic aberration. Chromatic aberration can
be compensated by manufacturing lenses from different sorts
of glass, with unequal refraction indices and dispersions.

The phenomena of spherical aberration and astigmatism
arc described within the scope of the ray optics concepts.
The same concepts allow to calculate the correction of sys
tems. But what is the phenomenon to which aberrations
are ascribed by the wave theory of light?

A wave process is characterized by the surfaces: the wave
front or the equiphase surface. A wave front is a surface
which separates a part of the space involved into the wave
process from that into which waves did not yet penetrate.
By an equiphase surface we mean a surface all points of
which oscillate in phase. An equiphase surface can be drawn
through any point of the space in which waves propagate.
The wave front is a particular case of an equiphase surface.
Further on we shall not discriminate between a wave front
and an equiphase surface and simply' use the term wave
surface.

In a uniform medium each element of the wave surface
moves in the direction of the normal to this surface. There
fore the rays form a family of straight lines, normal (ortho
gonal) to the wave surface. In the case of a homocentric
beam (Fig. Sa and b) the wave surfaces ab and a'b' are
portions of concentric spheres. The centre of curvature of
such spheres lies in the focus of the homocentric beam of
rays. A plane wave front corresponds to a beam of parallel
rays which can be regarded as a limiting case of a homocent
ric beam with the focus located at infinity. Any other
surface, except spherical or plane one, forms non-homocentric
beams. Thus the spherical aberration (as well as astigmatism)
corresponds to deviation of a wave front from that of a sphe
rical shape. In the case of a homocentric beam a rigorously
spherical wave surface ab is incident on the lens (see Fig. 8).
Following the passage of light through a lens, the beam
homocentricity is distorted and as a result, the sphericity
of the wave surface is also distorted.

A British physicist Rayleigh has demonstrated that for
the quality of the image not to be spoilt appreciably, the
discrepancy ~ between the wave surface a'b'; actually
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propagating behind the lens, and the spherical surface a~b~,

tangent to the former, should not exceed one fourth of the
light wavelength. Both the ray and the wave concepts
describe image formation and the appearance of aberrations
with equal success. But in fact the wave theory gives, more
than that: it points to the existence of such phenomena which
find no explanation in the ray optics.

Any wave process is characterized by the diffraction phe
nomenon, Le. by wave's bending at the edges of the obstacle.
Ray concepts do not explain the diffraction and in this
respect are incomplete, since the existence of diffraction is
confirmed by observations. Hence, in constructing optical
images, wave theory of light must be used and the role of
diffraction must be taken into account. This fact was first
pointed out in the seventies of the last century by Ernst
Abbe, professor of lena University. He proved that image
sharpness depends on the role played by diffraction, arid
developed the theory which enabled the design of micro
scopes with resolution. unimaginable at the time. Later
Rayleigh made his contribution to the problem of resolution
of optical instruments.

Let us analyze the simplest case of the role played by
diffraction in forming a point focus of a beam of parallel
rays. Let a parallel light beam with a definite wavelength A,
be incident on a converging lens of a diameter D, surrounded
by an opaque rim. If we neglect the spherical aberration,
the rays should converge to a point focus F (Fig. 9a). In
practice this will hold the better, the smaller the angle (X

between the refracted rays and the lens axis, i.e. the less
the ratio D/j, where j is the main focal length of the lens.
But if diffraction is taken into account, we' find that the
central bright sport, surrounded by alternating dark and
bright rings, is formed on the principal focal plane (Fig. 9b).
It can be calculated that the angular separation Bq> between
the centre of the bright spot and the first dark ring is found
from the expression

ABcp = 1.22;n (8)

The linear distance By between the centre of the bright
spot and the first dark ring, measured in the main focal plane
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Fig. 9. Convergence of parallel rays in the focal plane of the lens A.
In the case of zero aberrations and no diffraction the rays converge
in the point focus F (a); diffraction results in formation of a bright
central spot and alternating bright and dark rings in the focal plane
(b).

of the lens, is equal to
A6y=1.22 lf f (9)

The intensity maximum of the central bright spot is loca
ted atsp = 0, i.e, in a point where ° the point focus of a paral
.lel beam of rays must be found froin the ray theory stand
point. In bright rings the illtqaination is much lower than
that in the centre of the bright spot. If -the latter is .taken
as unity, the illumination in the maximum: of the first
bright ring is 0.0175, and that of the second ring. is 0.00415.
The central spot takes about84 %of the total Iightflux passing
through the lens. Therefore, within a more rough approach,
formation of rings can .be neglected and we can assume
that a point focus is replaced with a bright spot of an angu
lar radius of 1.22 A/I).

What is the role played by this diffraction spot and in what
relation is it to the focus blurring caused by the spherical
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aberration? First of all we must note that linear dimensions
of a diffraction spot at a given wavelength At are, according
to Eq. (9), the greater, the higher the ratio of ill), At the
same time, the aberration blurring is the smaller, the higher
the ratio jll), Thus, by properly selecting the conditions of
small spherical aberration we at the same time increase the
contribution of diffraction. Improving the focus quality. due
to one reason, we downgrade it at the expense of the
other.

However, there exists another important factor, already
mentioned above, namely that the aberration can be reduced
even at not very high values of the lID ratio by designing
complex lens systems. In principle there are no restrictions
on the degree of correction, and nothing precludes us from
designing a system with spherical aberration practically
eliminated. Quite thereverse, the diffraction blurring cannot
be reduced by constructing a complicated system of lenses.
Angular, dimensions of the diffraction spot depend only on
the, wavelength and the diameter of the aperture through
which the light waves pass.

We were discussing the role of diffraction for a beam of
parallel rays convergent in the main focal plane of a lens.
However, the diffraction will produce almost the same effect
when image is formed of a point object placed at a finite
distance from a lens. Any object can be considered as a set
of radiating points, so that the effect of diflraction on the
formation of extended images becomes apparent. I~ an image
each point. of the object is replaced by a circular diffraction
'spot, and the whole image is a compositionof such partially
overlapping circles. As a result, the image sharpness is
diminished.

It is now logical to ask, how to evaluate quantitatively
the distorting role of diffraction. The answer was given by
Rayleigh who analyzed the, formation of images of two
stars in a telescope. A telescope is a comparatively simple
optical system consisting of a long-focus objective, which
forms a real image of a remote object, and an eyepiece
through which this image IS viewed. The eyepiece plays an
auxiliary role in the system, viz. it provides only an addi
tional angular magnification necessary for the eye of the
observer to resolve the picture formed by the objective.
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Fig. 10. The Rayleigh criterion: diffraction patterns from two stars
of equal brightness are resolved if the central maximum of the curve 1
coincides with the first minimum of the curve 2.

Stars are so remote from the Earth that the rays coming
from them- are practically parallel. Therefore the image
formed in the focal plane of the objective of the telescope
is not the image of a star in the literal sense of the term.
What we obtain in the focal plane is the superposition of
a diffraction and an aberration circles. If the aberration
circle is small (it is in fact small in telescopes), we 'can
assume that a central diffraction spot surrounded by rings
(such as shown in Fig. 9b) is formed in the main focal plane.
TwQ stars give two such spots shifted with respect to one
another by the angle d<p equal to the angular distance bet
ween the stars. If the angle d<p is small, diffraction spots
partially overlap and we observe an elongated spot with
a certain dip of brightness in its middle portion. Star ima
ges will appear resolved from one another if this dip is
sufficient for the human eye to discern. If the brightness dip
becomes unobservable, .stars cannot be resolved by the eye.

To give a quantitative evaluation of the telescope resolu
tion, Rayleigh considered the case of observing two stars
of equal brightness. Fig. to shows the distribution of
illumination in a diffraction pattern obtained from each of
the two stars. The net illumination produced by both stars
is plotted by a solid curve. Rayleigh calculated that if the
diffraction maximum of the second star overlaps the first
dark ring of the first star, then the dip in the resultant curve
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is 20% of the maximum illumination. In visual observation
this contrast is sufficient to make the dip fairly dark, so
that diffraction spots of both stars look clearly resolved.

According to Eq. (8), the angle distance B<p between the
central maximum and the first dark ring is equal to 1.22 X
X 'A/D. If the ang..ular distance A<p between the two stars
coincides with this quantity, the two stars will be resolved.
Thus for two stars to be resolved, it is required that the
angular separation between them be not less than

A
B<p = 1.22 Ii

where D is the diameter of the telescope objective. This con
dition is called the Rayleigh criterion. Since for visual range
of spectrum the wavelength can be considered fixed (equal
to 5 X 10-1 em for the middle, i.e green, portion of the
spectrum), the resolving power of a telescope will be 'deter
mined only by the diameter of its objective. Thus, for
example, in order to resolve on the moon surface objects
200 m apart, the diameter of the objective must be 120 em.

The eyepiece cannot resolve the details not resolved by
the objective. The eyepiece magnification is selected so' that
the details, resolved by the objective, can be seen by the eye
at an angle not less than one minute of the arc, since the
resolution of a human eye on the average is 1'. '

Properties of a photographic plate must be taken into
account when stars are photographed. Photographic emulsion
contains grains of light-sensitive silver bromide. The grain
size depends on the plate grade, and on the average comes to
about 0.02 mm. The resolved details must be' separated on
a photographic plate by a distance greater than the grain
size of a photosensitive layer. Therefore, in photographing
the stars additional optical attachments which provide suffi
cient linear dimensions of a photographed image are re-
quired. .

The Rayleigh criterion corresponds to the case of a teles
cope illuminated practically by parallel rays emitted by
.stars. However, conclusions remain almost the same for the
optical system giving an image of an extended object placed
at a finite or even at a close distance. This only changes the
numerical coefficient in Eq. (9), while the ratio 'AID still
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remains a decisive factor. For example, in a microscope the
distance '~y between barely resolvable details of the object
satisfies the condition

(to)

where D and f are the diameter and the focal distance of the
microscope objective. The ratio flD can be made of the order
of unity, so that it is clear from Eq. (10) that microscope
is unableto resolve the details of the object less than one
wavelength apart *. Besides, since the ratio flD is not vel'y
small, sophisticated objectives consisting of a large number
of lenses have to be put together in order to eliminate aberra
tions. It is also seen from Eq. (10) that the value Ay also
depends on the wavelength A, and can thus be reduced by
reducing the wavelength. Since wavelengths of ultraviolet
radiation are shorter than those of visible light, a microscope
operating in the range of ultraviolet light (with photographic
recording) is capable of resolving smaller details than does
an ordinary microscope.

In a certain sense the Rayleigh criterion is arbitrary since
human eye is capable of recording a dip in brightness less
than 20%. With sufficiently large angular dimensions of the
image an experienced observer can notice brightness varia
tions of the order of 5%. This value can be reduced still furth
er if illumination is measured by an objective method, for
example by photoelectric recording. Therefore it was often
suggested that the criterion must be modified, for example,
it should be assumed that the resolution is limited by
8 configuration in which the dip on the resultant curve
vanishes completely. However, the Rayleigh criterion is
simple and practically convenient, and thus remained in
use for many years. But if at the present state-of-the-arts
we approach the problem of resolution by using the ideas
of the information theory, the situation is found to be very
different.

~ Eq. (10) is valid for the case when the space between the observed
microscopic object and the front lens of the objective is filled with
a medium with the refraction index n = 1 (air). If a medium with
n > 1. is introduced (the so-called 'immersion'), the resolution of
a microscope can be increased approximately by a factor of two.
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Image and Its Processing
from the Standpoint of the
Theory of Information

Modern theory of information is a mathematical science,
but its significance can be evaluated by considering the me
thods of collecting (or storing) and processing the informa
tion. To do this, let us take the so-called 'Shannon chain'
(Fig. 11). On the left there is ,a source of information; this
information is sampled. In order to be transmitted or stored
the information must be coded. The next link in the chain
is the transmission or storing of information. And finally
we see the process of decoding and reception which is always
accompanied by processing.

The source of information sends signals (acoustic, elect
ric, light signals, etc.): this is a real primary process which
we aim to study. Let us assume that the remaining links of
the chain, viz. sampling, coding etc., are realized by means
of instruments and that a subjective element is present only
at the final stages, in reception and processing. Each step
introduces certain distortions, and a certain level of noise
is inevitable at each' step. The disturbances may be of a
rough, suppressible character, for example caused by vibra
tion, temperature variations, etc. But always present are
'subtler', insuppressible noises: thermal noises or fluctua-
tions. These are due to random vibrations of atoms, molecules
and their associations. The level of these noises can be redu
ced only by means of lowering the temperature.

In order to make the above material more lucid, let us
turn to a specific example, viz. making a photograph. An
object being photographed (this may be, among others, a
man's face) is illuminated by a primary light flux <Do which
is partially reflected and partially absorbed by this object.
This yields the secondary light flux <D with its own ampli
tudes, phases and their distribution over wavelengths. These
characteristics carryall the information which can be trans
omitted about an object by a light flux reflected by this
object. For the sake of simplicity we shall assume all the
parameters to be time-independent., which corresponds to an
instantaneous photography of a practically stationary
object.
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Fig. if. The Shannon chain: sampling, transmission, reception and
processing of information. All links are distorted by perturbations
and noise.

A fraction of the reflected flux ~ is incident on the objec
tive of a photographic camera and converges at the focal
plane where the photographic plate is located. Development
reveals on the plate areas of greater or lesser blackening.
It can be assumed that blackening is proportional to the
second power of the amplitude la 12 of light waves focussed on
the plate. Phase relations and distribution of amplitudes over
wavelengths (in the black-and-white photography) are not
recorded in the process. Thus sampling took place which
substantially reduced the amount of information carried by
the light flux <I> reflected by the object. The photographic
plate only recorded the distribution of the square of the
amplitude la 12 over the surface of the plate. The record is
distorted due to a number of factors: the finite resolving
power of the objective, aberrations, the presence of grains
in a light-sensitive layer of the photographic plate. Thus
we have a depleted and to a certain extent distorted coded
recording of information, blackened grains of the photoemul
sion being the code elements.

Examination of the final photograph constitutes the
process of decoding. Usually a negative is transformed into
a positive, but this is of no principal significance since the
negative already carries all the information coded by the
photographic plate. Preparation of the positive facilitates
only the last stage of the 'Shannon chain', namely, in this
particular case, a subjective processing accompanying visual
examination of a photograph.

Decoding of a photograph is carried out in the process
of illuminating it with a flux <D~, producing a reflected nux (J)'.
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It is' characterized by a proper distribution of the square of
the amplitude la'12, which, in the case of only slight distor
tions, is close to that of la 12 in the flux <1>, reflected by the
object in the' process of photographing. The eye, perceiving
the flux <1>', will 'see' the object recorded on a photograph,
but the information received thereby will be poorer than
that obtained in visual observation of the object. The absence
of phase relations characterizing the flux <I> will devoid us
of the opportunity to perceive the object in three dimensions;
and the lack of amplitude distribution over wavelengths
does not allow us to know the object's colouring. The final
resolving power of the camera's objective and other distorting
factors will diminish the number of recorded details.

It is thus clear that a photograph is not more than a dep
leted and more or less distorted coded 'recording of the
information carried by the light waves .reflected by an object
being photographed. The apparent "likeness' between a pho
tograph and the object is due to simplicity of the method of
decoding and to our being accustomed to a whole procedure
(actually extremely complicated) of information, the proces
sing of which is accomplished by the brain when photo
graphs are being examined.

The above considerations are applicable to the procedure
of processing any optical image. But it should be kept in
mind thatnoise and distortions are unavoidable. To ensure
the retrieval of the primary information' their role must be
eliminated. If we neglect the disturbances of a random and
fluctuation nature, we are left with the distortions introduced
by the system which transmits or stores' the information.
The question now is, how and to what extent can we take
into account these distortions and when are they so large
that the primary information is lost irretrievably.

Let us return to the already analyzed case of observing
the stars by means of a telescope. We saw that only a diffrac
tion spot is formed in the focal plane of the telescope objec
tive, and not the image of a star reproducing its geometrical
characteristics. .

The size and shape of the diffraction pattern are determi
ned by the wavelength A, and the objective diameter D.
They are independent of whether a star is of a regular
spherical .Qr of any other shape, for example an elllpso-
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Fig. i2. Expansion of the observed distribution of illumination of
a diffraction pattern for two stars (solid curve) into components
(dashed curves).

idal one *. The diffraction pattern is produced by an optical
instrument itself (in -this particular case, by the telescope
objective) and characterizes its properties. It can be called
the instrument pattern. Since this instrument pattern is
usually described by means of mathematical formulae and
curves, it is also called the instrument function. Observation
of a star through a telescope is a limiting case in which the
formed 'image' is described solely by the instrument func
tion. It carries a very depleted information which reduces to
only two items. Firstly, we realize that practically parallel
rays are incident on the telescope from the star, Le. that
the star is located very far from us; secondly, the degree of
illumination in the maximum of the diffraction pattern is
indicative of the relative brightness of the star.

We have seen that in the case of two stars, spaced at an
angular separation of L\<p, two diffraction patterns are formed
in the focal plane of the objective separated by the same angle
L\cp. This supplies additional information on the presence
of two light sources represented by two distinct stars.

Among the criteria of resolving two diffraction patterns
we mentioned the Rayleigh criterion, and simultaneously
emphasized its restrictions. This criterion is based on the

• The situation is different for planets and celestial nebulae
which are seen at a finite angle of view. For instance, a large telescope
enables clear resolution of the annular shape of a large nebula in the
Lyra constellation.
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requirement of recording an observed pattern directly by the
eye as a superposition of two diffraction patterns. In other
words, the requirement reduces to a possibility of 'seeing'
the two stars separately. However, visual observation is
also 8 process of data processing, and a fairly rough one at
that, specified by the eye characteristics and the specific
features' of the central nervous system.

This subjective processing can obviously be substituted
by a more precise and reliable objective processing. For
example, the distribution of illumination within the diffrac
tion pattern can he measured quantitatively by means of
a suitable photoelectric unit. For the case of two stars the
illumination plotted as function of the coordinate counted
along the straight line passing through both maxima will be
represented by a certain curve (solid curve in Fig. 12). This
curve gives the sum of illumin-ations produced by both stars.
If wesucceed in expanding this sum into the curves correspon
ding to .each individual star, we shall find that the two
images are 'resolved" although the cumulative curve has no
dip. The dashed curves in Fig. 12 indicate the curves into
which the initial curve is expanded'; we have selected the case
·of unequal brightness of the two stars. The expansion of the
cumulative curve into its components can be realized graphi
cally or by means ofa suitable mathematical processing,
provided.the form of the components is known beforeliand. As
we explained earlier" in the considered case of two stars
these component curves are pure instrument functions.

Thus the limit of the instrument resolution is determined
not by the Rayleigh criterion, but by the possibility of
unambiguous expansion of the observed curve into the com
ponents. Let us put this problem aside for the time being
and turn to a general case of image formation of an exten
ded object.

Following the procedure applied above, let us consider an
object as a set of points and regard its image as 8 superposi
tion of spots formed in the focal plane of the objective from
each of its points. However, now we shall take into account
not only the diffraction but all other possible distortions as
well. With such an approach we replace a point image by
the instrument pattern. The total image is a superposition
of such instrument funetions. Let a curve 1 (Fig. fSa) rep-
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Fig. 13. Object function (solid curve) and instrument functions (8);
the observation function, obtained as a result of convolution of the
object function and the instrument function (b).

resent the illumination distribution along an arbitrary
straight Iine within the limits of the image. Let us assume
that this curve corresponds to an ideal case when each point
of the objectIs reflected as a point. This curve reproduces
correctly the brightness distribution within the object it
self. Analytically this curve is described by a function called
the object junction. However, actually each point on the
object function curve, corresponding to a given coordinate x,
is replaced by an instrument function (dashed curve in
Fig. i3a). But the same point is partially "illuminated by
light rays from all other points of the object both from the
right and from the left of the point x, For example, the
point with the coordinate x' will contribute to the illumi
nation ~I. In order to find the resultant illumination I'· in
the point z, we have to sum up all the increments Al eontri-
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buted by all the neighbouring points. As a result a new curve
I' will be obtained (Fig. 13b), smoother than the original
curve I. Thus we find the curve obtained as a result of obser
vation. A function describing this curve is called the obser
vation function.

From the standpoint of mathematics the problem of finding
the observation function <I> (x) from the object function
F (x) and the instrument function f (x') is called the convolu
tion and is reduced to integration. Once an analytical form
of both functions F (x) and f (x') is known, the observation
function <I> (x) is also determined accurately. But practical
ly we are interested in an inverse problem: to determine an
object function F (x) when an observation function <I> (x) and
an instrument function f(z') are known. Or, in other words,
to find the true shape of an object when the image and the
character of the distortions introduced by the optical instru
ment are known. Mathematically, the problem reduces to sol
ving an integral equation. Formally, such a solution is
unambiguous, provided the functions <I>' (x) and / (x') meet
certain general requirements which are, as a rule, satisfied.
But this -holds only if both functions <Il (x) and f (x') are
specified with perfect accuracy. However, in reality the
observation function is obtained as-a result of measurements,
for example, by recording the illumination by means of
a photoelectric unit.

Such measurements entail unavoidable errors. An instru
ment function, if it is of a purely diffractional nature, can
be calculated. theoretically, but in all practical cases it is

-more or less distorted by aberrations and other factors, so
that it is known to us only approximately. Errors in deter
mining both the observation function «Il (x) and the instru
ment function f (x') impose in their turn restrictions on the
accuracy with which the object function F (x) can be recon
structed. Some details of the curve, for example such as
narrow dips, maximums, etc. may vanish altogether. This
means that the resolving power of the instrument as a whole,
recording unit inclusive, is restricted.

As follows from the foregoing, the problem of the resolv
ing power is formulated in modern optics quite differently
from what was standard in the times of Abbe and Ray
leigh. They believed that to achieve high resolving power an
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instrument function should be made as narrow as possible.
If the apparatus pattern reduced to a diffraction spot, it was
necessary to choose a maximum possible diameter D of the
entrance aperture of the optical instrument in order to redu
ce the dimensions of the diffraction spot. Nowadays the pro
blem is different: the instrument function must be known to
a maximum possible accuracy. If at the same time we
thoroughly investigate the image (however much it is distor
ted), we shall be able to find by means of suitable mathemati
cal calculations the object function, I.e. to obtain the sought
for information about the object. Calculations can be per
formed by means of computers. Hence, reducing the instru
ment function to a narrowest possible maximum is not the
only way of revealing a large number of details in the struc
ture of the object.

In this connection we must also point out one mathema
tical feature of the problem. The point is, that there exist
the so-called incorrect problems, characterized by the faet
that considerable changes of the object function F (x) or of
the instrument function f (x)' produce only slight changes
of the observation function (1) (z).

In the case of the inverse problem, I.e. that of finding F (x)
on the basis of <I> (x) and f (x'), the problem may prove prac
tically unsolvable: excessive information on <b (z) and f (x')
is required for unambiguous determination of the object
function F (z), This entails a conclusion which is paradoxical
from the former point of view: a situation is imaginable
when suitable processing allows us to retrieve more informa
tion from that of the two images, which appears more blurred
in visual examination. Such a situation arises when a narro
wer instrument contour leads to an incorrect problem, while
a broader one leads to a correct problem.

But what finally determines the resolving power of optical
instruments? No simple criterion can be formulated here.
Everything depends on the accuracy with which the observa
tion function <I» (x) is measured and wiih which we know the
instrument function f (x').

The errors may be either systematic or random. In prin
ciple, systematic errors can be cut down to any desiredlevel,
Random errors, as we already mentioned, fall into two
classes: rougher ones,' which also can be reduced, and those
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caused by random thermal vibrations (fluctuations or ther
mal noise). The latter are unavoidable and can be reduced
only by temperature lowering.

As an example,. let us consider a photographic recording of
an image. In this case one of the sources of random errors lies
in grain .size of a photosensitive layer. However, there are
no fundamental reasons which would restrict the possibility
of manufacturing. photographic plates with finer and finer
grains. 110wever , this will be true until the grain size be
comes of the order of the molecule diameter. A 'grain-molecule'
will be subject to random thermal vibrations and will thus
introduce an unavoidable random error. A similar situation
is encountered in photoelectric recording. A very weak pho
tocurrent oscillates at random, since the number of elect
rons emitted from a cathode is subject to random variations.
Thus it is found that the fundamental restriction in the
process of retrieval of primary information is caused by
thermal noise.

There remains a possibility of improving the results by
carrying' out additional measurements followed by their
statistical processing (averaging). Optics retains the same
principle 'as radioelectronics: a single signal lower than
the noise level cannot be detected; but a periodically repea
ted signal can be retrieved by means of a suitable processing
even if it is lower than the noise level.'

A 'remarkable illustration of the above analysis is given
by the processing of photographs transmitted via the televi
sion channel from space vehicles. The surface of Mars was
recently 'photographed in this manner by 'Soviet and Ameri
can spaceships. Only a small number of details can be dis
cerned on an individual frame after transmission. But
a complicated mathematical processing .of.a sequence of
frames enables us to reconstruct a detailed image' of the
planet s surface.

The Use of Phase Relations

We have mentioned that a light wave Ischaracterlzed by
three parameters: an amplitude a, wavelengtb.a.und phase q>.
These three parameters carryall the information that a light
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wave can transfer about the wave source, about the objects
which had reflected OI" scattered it, and about the media
through which it travelled. So far we were considering only
the information obtained as a result of studying the distri
bution of illumination within the image. Since the illumi
nation is proportional to the square of an amplitude, this
means that only one of the three parameters was used, viz.
the amplitude a. We assumed the wavelength A to be fixed,
i.e, colouring of the object was not taken into account.
Equally ignored were phase relations, which are in fact
transmitting very reach information.

One of the first and very interesting attempts to' use
phase relations in order to get an information on the source
of waves was the one dealing with stellar astronomy. It
concerned the possibility of determining an angular separa
tion between two very closely spaced stars (binary stars)
or the angular diameter of a single star. If the telescope
objective is covered by a screen with two parallel slits,
spaced at adistance d, then a single star will produce inter
ference fringes in the focal plane of the objective. The
angular separation between neighbouring fringes is B<p =
= Ald. In the case of two stars separated by the angle L\cp, two
systems of fringes are produced, displaced by the same angle
dq>. When L\q> = k ·Bcp, where k is an integer t maxima of one
system of fringes will overlap maxima of the second system,
and the resultant interference pattern will be clearly seen.
If, however, dq> = (k + 1/.) c5cp. maxima will coincide with
the corresponding minima and the interference pattern will
be blurred. Continuous variation of the distance d between
the slits will result in periodic appearance and vanishing of
the total interference pattern. Therefore, the angular sepa
ration lhp between the two stars can be found by measuring
the distance between the slits, necessary for a distinct pattern
to be replaced by a blurred one.

In the ease of a single source with finite angular diame
ter 69 (extended star) the interference fringes are broadened.
As the spacing tl between the slits increases, the moment
comes when they get blurred. The moment of blurring of the
interferenoe pattern makes it possible to determine ~e, i.e.
the angular size of the star.

The accuracy of the method is the greater, the larger the
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Fig. 14. The stellar Michelson interferometer.

distance between the slits. In order to increase this distance,
Michelson had designed a stellar interferometer which consis
ted of two mirrors placed at a distance d from each other
(Fig. 14). The light beams from stars, incident on these mir
rors, are then reflected from the second pair of mirrors and
enter the telescope objective. Then they meet in the focal
plane of the objective and interfere. The distance d can·
obviously be made to exceed considerably the diameter of
the telescope objective.

The first observations were carried out' on a 12-inch tele
scope on Mount Hamilton in USA. The diameters of Jupi
ter's satellites were measured. Some time later the angular
separation between the components of the binary star Capella
was successfully measured. Atmospheric inhomogeneity, in
troducing an additional path difference between the" star
emitted rays, may prove to be a substantial inhibiting fac
tor. However, the experiments demonstrated that with favou-
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rable atmospheric conditions the measurements are feasible
even for d of the order of several meters.

In 1920 Michelson, assisted by Pies installed in the Mount
Wilson Observatory a stellar interferometer with the maxi
mum distance of 6.1 m between the mirrors. Betelgeuse,
a star in the Orion constellation, belonging to the class of
red giants, was observed. ,At a distance of 3.2 m between
the mirrors the' interference pattern disappeared. This cor-
responded to an angular diameter of the star of 0.047 seconds
of the arc. Since the distance to Betelgeuse is known (based
on parallax measurements), it was possible to calculate the
linear measure of the diameter of this star, its length proved
to be aproximately of the order of magnitude of the diameter
of Mars' orbit.

ThEfJ described experiments are very interesting in that
they demonstrate the possibility of obtaining information
0)); the. objects by using not only wave amplitudes but also
phase 'relations. It is not necessary to actually 'see' the
star through a telescope in order to determine its dimensions:
it is sufficient to observe an interference pattern produced by
it and its modification when the path difference increases.

As a second example, we consider the possibility of inves
tigating the spectral composition of radiation by interfero
metric techniques. Usually light has a complicated spectrum,
I.e. is composed of waves with different wavelengths A.
Spectra may be either line or continuous. Spectra are usual
ly studied by means of prism or grating spectrographs. In
any of these two types of instruments radiations with diffe
rent wavelengths are deflected by different angles. Thus
spatial separation of radiations with different wavelengths
is realized and the spectrum produced thereby can either
be observed visually or photographed.

However, spectral investigation of radiation can be con
ducted without spatial separation as well. This was first
demonstrated by Michelson in the process of working with
his interferometer.

Let us imagine radiation with two unequal wavelengths ~l

and A2 and with amplitudes at and a2 • Let us assume that the
difference between the wavelengths Al and A2 is very small.
When this radiation is observed by means of a conventional
spectral instrument, we obtain two closely spaced spectral
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lines of unequal brightness. Assume now that radiation of
this type. is incident on the Michelson interferometer (refer
to Fig. 7). Two systems of interference fringes will be seen
in the focal plane of the exit lens £2. If we fix a particular
point S', illumination in this point will be due to superposi
tion of both interference patterns. I t will depend on the
extent to which one pattern is displaced with respect to the
other. If a maximum of the first pattern overlaps that of
the other, illumination in this point will also reach a maxi
mum II. When the two interference patterns are shifted with
respect to each other, it will diminish and at a certain posi
tion will reach its minimum level 12 • Continuous displace
ment of the mirror B 2 of the interferometer will change the
phase differences d(j)l and dq>2 of the two radiations in
a continuous manner, and both interference patterns will be
shifting both with respect to the point S' and to each other.
As a result, the illumination in the point S' will .increase
and then decrease periodically. In order to characterize
this variation of illumination Michelson has introduced
the quantity

v = 11-12 (t1)
1t+12

which he termed the visibility of fringes. The visibility can
be considered as a function of path difference l2 - II between
the arms of the interferometer. Obviously, the visibility
function for a strictly monochromatic radiation is constant
and equal to unity, V = 1. For other types of radiation
visibility function V can be calculated. Fig. 15a, b, C

shows the visibility functions V for two closely spaced narrow
lines, two closely spaced broad lines and for a single broad
line, respectively.

In practice the problem is an inverse one: to determine the
spectrum of the radiation from the observed visibility fun
ction. From the standpoint of mathematics the problem
reduces to expressing the visibility function as the Fourier
integral. In practice the unambiguity of the solution to
this problem is again determined by the accuracy with
which the visibility function (observation function) was
recorded.

In Michelson's time this' problem could be solved for
only the simplest cas~s. Therefore Michelson applied an
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Fig. 15. The lines and the corresponding fringe visibilities: two closely
spaced narrow lines (a); two closely spaced broad lines (h); a single
broad line (c).

interference method of spectrum analysis only to the inves
tigation of structure of single spectral lines previously sele
cted from the initial radiation by means of a monochroma
tor. In this manner he measured the width of a number of
lines for special conditions of line excitation, and discove
red a fine structure for some of the lines. He found, for
example, that hydrogen lines in the visible spectral range
are narrow doublets, and that the mercury green line consists
of several closely spaced components of unequal brightness.
Basically this method can be applied to the investigation
of a complex spectrum.

At present the direction of the research initiated by
Michelson is being intensively developed. The so-called
Fourier spectroscopy appeared in which radiation is frequ
ency-modulated. Radiation at the exit of an instrument is
recorded by a photoelectric cell with an amplifying system,
operating at a modulation frequency. The results of measure
ments are processed in computers. In another type of instru
ments, called SISAM, amplitude modulation is used. Both
these types of instruments have a higher luminous power than
conventional spectrographs with an identical resolving po
wer. They are successfully applied in investigation of spectra
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of low-intensity radiation, in particular, of the infrared
radiation of the night sky t etc.

These new methods of spectroscopy again demonstrate that
the information we are interested in (the structure of the
spectrum) can be determined not only by means of spatial
separation of lines, but also by studying the modification of
the interference pattern with phase difference varied. In
addition, the method of studying phase relations proved
fruitful in solving ttlany other problems of modern optics.
However, its application was limited until very recently
because of the absence of sources with high degree of spati
al and temporal coherence. Such BOurses came into the
hands of experimenters with the discovery of lasers.

I.sers as Sources of
(:oherent Radiation

Lasing is based on quantum laws of radiation. Therefore
it is all the more interesting that these instruments, which
appeared owing to the latest advances of physics, played
a decisive part in the revival of such an old field as wave
optics. .

In 1917 Einstein suggested a new probabilistic description
of the processes of emission and absorption of light. In order
to obtain agreement between theory and experiment, he had
to assume that along with ordinary acts of light emission
·there· exist the so-called induced (or-stimulated) transitions
whose number ~Nki per unit volume and unit time is
equal to

tiN., = BkiUvNk'

where u; is the spectral density of radiation energy, N k is
the number of emitting atoms, and B k i is the probability
coefficient (the Einstein coefficient).

The induced emission possesses a number of specific
features, which, as will be shown below, are extremely
important.. The induced radiation is emitted in the same
direction and with the same phase and state of polarization
as the radiation causing it. Since the· induced emission of
frequency Vlli takes place under the action of external radia-
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tion at the same frequency, the induced transitions in an
ensemble of atoms result in generation of correlated emission.
Ordinary emission of atoms is not correlated: individual acts
of spontaneous emission are independent of one another, and
a photon has an equal probability of being emitted in any
direction. In conventional light sources the part played by
induced emission is negligible and hence the fraction of
correlated radiation is small.

In 1939 the Soviet physicist Fabrikant has demonstrated
that in the case of the so-called inverted population of
the energy levels the number of acts of induced emission will
be greater than that of light absorption. As a consequence,
conventional 'positive' absorption of light will be replaced
by the 'negative' absorption. This means that a light beam,
traversing a medium with inverted population, will be en
hanced and not attenuated as is usually the case.

However, at the first steps it seemed that inverted popula
tion is difficult to realize, if only on a very small scale, so
that 'negative' absorption looked more like a paradox than
a phenomenon which can be observed and utilized.

The next step was made at the beginning of the fifties,
when the Soviet physicists Basov and Prokhorov and the
American physicist Townes have simultaneously and indepen
dently came out with a new method of amplification and
generation of radiation in a radio-frequency range by means
of induced emission. Generation of microwave radio waves
was first achieved in 1955 on ammonia molecules NHs at the
wavelength A, =--1.27 em. In 1964 Basov, Prokhorov and
Townes shared the Nobel Prize for physics for their disco
very.

We shall not dwell on the results concerning the radio
frequency range, and take a view of lasers (for Light Ampli
fication by Stimulated Emission of Radiation).

Usually a laser is either a rod made of a solid material
(ruby, special glasses) or a tube filled with gas. The inverted
population is produced in the first case by optical pumping,
and in the second one, by an electric discharge. If the rod is
placed between two mirrors, parallel to each other, the
light will undergo multiple reflection. Therefore light rays
will pass through the rod many times backward and forward
and in the case of 'negative' absorption will be amplified.
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If one of the mirrors is partially transparent, it will let out
a bright and narrow light beam.

The range of application of lasers is extremely wide, and
for many of them the basic factors are the high power of
radiation and also an extremely small angle of divergence.
However, from the point of view of coherence, the point of
interest is how narrow is the spectral line ,emitted by the
laser. Let us examine this problem in more detail ..

We have already discussed the operation of a laser from
the standpoint of ray optics: we took into account multiple
reflection of rays from two plane parallel mirrors and ampli
fication of rays over the length of the laser tube L. However,
a laser system can also be considered as a resonator with
a system of standing waves formed inside it. This point
of view is supported by the fact that the induced radiation
propagates in the same direction as the primary one, and
with unaltered phase. Due to this a phase-correlated system
of oscillations is formed. In the case of normal incidence of
light on the mirrors along the axis of the laser tube a system
of standing waves will form, provided that

n ~n =L, (12)

where n is an integer. For the laser tube length L = 1 m and
'wavelength A = 600 nm = 6 X 10-7 m we obtain for n
the value of more than 3 million.

On a frequency scale the condition (12) takes the form
c

vn=n u ' (13)

where c is the speed of light. I t is obvious that oscillations
with a frequency "n+l = (n + 1) c/2L, etc., will set on
over the same length of the tube. Referring to each system
of oscillations as to a mode, we can say that laser operates
in a number of longitudinal modes corresponding to various
values of the integral number in Eq. (13). The frequency
difference between neighbouring modes Vn+l - "n is equal to

L\vM = 2~ •

For L = 1 m this gives 150 MHz. This is a very small quan
tity in comparison to the frequency itself (~5 X 10S MHz).
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Hence, modes are very close to one another on the frequen
cy scale.

Laser generation takes place on a given transition for ..
which population inversion is realized. Therefore all modes
must involve the same spectral line. The line width AvD ,

caused by its Doppler broadening, under normal conditions
comes to B00-1000 MHz 1 i.e. it is much greater than the
distance between the neighbouring modes. This suggests
that generation within the line contour may proceed in seve-
ral modes simultaneously. .

The American physicists Fox and Li carried out a detailed
theoretical analysis of the laser as a resonator. They calcu
lated the range of frequencies within which radiation is
amplified. This range, called the width of the amplification
band, was found to be

A CJ
u'Y,= 2nL '

where z is the loss coefficient. With z = 0.02 and L = 1 m
this formula gives Av, = 1 MHz.

It might seem at the first glance that the width of each
mode must be equal to ft.v,_ But actually the non-linear
character of the amplification effect makes it even narrower.
Since the natural line width is of the order of ten megahertz,
we tome to the conclusion that the width of the line genera
ted by a laser is much smaller than not only the Doppler
width but also the natural width. This is one of the specta..
eular properties of the laser radiation. A train of coherent
waves reaches the length which is much greater than its
value for conventional light sources emitting spontaneous
radiation.

The above-mentioned highly uniform frequency composi
tion of laser radiation holds only for one laser mode. Since
lasers usually emit several modes, corresponding to a given
inverted transition, their radiation is of a more complicated
character, viz. it consists of a few closely spaced narrow
lines. However, if some features of laser emission are used,
a unimodal regime can be realized, in which only one mode,
usually located in close proximity to the maximum of the
spontaneous emission line, is emitted.

The other specific feature of laser radiation is the correla
ted character of 0 emission of its elementary emitters, since
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they generate stimulated radiations with correlated phases.
Thus, the spatial irregularity of radiation, characteristic
of conventional light sources, is to a considerable extent
absent in lasers. In fact a laser gives a wide (within the tube
diameter) beam of coherent light. .

There are several factors which somewhat downgrade the
conditions .of generation in actual lasers; nevertheless, both
solid-state and gas lasers emit radiation with an extremely
high degree of coherence. The line width of a laser can be
reduced to 10-i f. of the emitted frequency, and the length of
the coherent wave train can reach hundreds of metres. This
enables us to carry 'out some very interesting experiments.

We have seen that the simplest arrangement of an inter
ference experiment (see Fig. 1) requires two systems of pin
holes: the first one, P, bounding the area of the source from
which light is emitted, and two others, pi and P", from
which propagate coherent waves interfering with one another.
Laser eliminates the need of the first pinhole P. A light beam
of rays leaving the laser is coherent over all its surface. I ~
is sufficient to place on its path a screen with two parallel
slits to observe interference fringes, Interference can' be
observed with large path differences (tens and hundreds -of
metres), while in the case of conventional light sources,
even the most monochromatic, interference fringes blur out
at path differences greater than 10-12 em. '

Another group of experiments, revealing specific features of
laser radiation, consists of experiments on observation of
beats. We have already mentioned that superposition of two
systems of waves with close frequenoies 'VI and "I results
in heats with a frequenoy of (vI - 'V,)/2. Superposition ~f

waves corresponding to two neighbouring laser modes produces
beats with radlo-frequenotes (hundreds of megahertz),
whieh can be .observed by conventional methods of electro
nics.

Beats can also be observed by means 9f superposing radi
ations from two different lasers. When the same quantum
transition (the same spectral line) is used in both lasers,
their generation will still take place in slightly different
modes with oorrespondingly unequal frequencies 'VI and v.'
Hence, beats will appear in this ease as well. To observe
beats, radiation from .two Iasere is directed onto the cathode
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of a photoelectric amplifier (PEA). The current generated in
the PEA oscillates with a frequency equal to that of light
beats. This frequency is measured by an analyzer.

The possibility of observing beats of laser radiation enabled
us to conduct a number of experiments which were much
more difficult to realize until recently. First of all, let us
consider the Doppler effect. I ts essence is familiar and con
sists in that upon motion of the source towards or away from
the stationary receiver with a relative velocity Vs the obser
ved frequency Vo changes. If the frequency v. is recorded
with the source and the receiver stationary with respect to
each other, then with non-zero velocity Vs the measured
frequency is

\'=\'0(1-::1:), (14)

where c is the speed of light. Positive V:c corresponds to the
motion of the source away from the receiver, when the fre
quency v decreases with respect to the frequency Vo (red
shift). In the case of an approaching source v"< 0 and the
frequency v increases (violet shift).

The Doppler effect is very important in astronomical obser
vations. For example, from line shifts in the spectra of
celestial bodies we calculate ray velocities relative to the
Earth. Since the speed of light in vacuum is a large value,
equal to 3 X 10S mIs, high velocities v~ are needed to make
the change of frequency v observable. At V:c = 10 km/s
the relative frequency change lL\vj lv is about 3 X 10-6• The.
possibility of using the Doppler effect in astronomy is caused
by relatively high velocities of celestial bodies (tens and
hundreds of kilometres per second). Such velocities aloe
hard to obtain in Earth conditions.

The first attempt to observe the Doppler effect in Earth
conditions was made in 1900 by the Russian astronomer Belo
polsky. He realized multiple reflection of light rays from
mirrors moving towards each other. The mirrors were fixed
to rapidly rotating drums. Belopolsky did observe the expec
ted result, but his experiments were of a qualitative signi
ficance only. Somewhat later his experiments were repeated
with higher accuracy by Golitsin. Belopolsky and Golitsin
used for detection of frequency changes the high-resolution
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spectral instruments (diffraction grating, Michelson echelon).
The maximum sensitivity of these instruments to I~v 1/" did
not exceed 10-5•

The beat effect on two laser beams allows us to detect much
smaller relative changes of frequency. At IL\'\' II'\' === 10-tO the
beat frequency falls into an easily-measurable range of radio
frequencies of the order of tens of kilohertz. This change of
frequency corresponds to a velocity of the order of sevmaal
centimetres per second. The sensitivity may be improved
still further, so that the reflection of a laser beam from
a moving object allows to record the velocities v:( of mere
tenths of a millimetre per second. .

The simplest way of detecting the Doppler effect is reali
zed in a Michelson interferometer. When themirror B" of the
interferometer (see Fig. 7) moves at the velocity v~, the
frequency in the .second beam will change according to
Eq. (14). In the first beam the frequency remains equal to '\'0

If both beams are directed onto a PEA (it should he placed
at S"), the generated photocurrent will be oscillating at
a frequency equal to the beat frequency. This frequency is
measured by means of standard methods of electronics.

Laser radiation opens tremendous possibilities in the
domain of increasing the accuracy of measurements in a Dum
ber of other cases. The high accuracy of optical measure
ments, which by now turned into a cliche phrase, is based
on the application of the phenomenon of light interferanc·e.
However, prior to the advent of Iasers the path difference
between two rays was usually measured to an accuracy of
several tenths of a fringe. This meant that a length of the
order of l' Q1, for example, could be measured to an accuracy

'of 10-7• The laser radiation, with which interference is
observed for very large path differences, enables us to increase
this precision by 3-4 orders of magnitude and to achieve
the level of 10-9-10-11 of the measured quantity. .

The present state-of-the-arts in physical experiments calls
for a very high precision with which fundamental units are
established, and first of all, length and time.

Michelson has compared the length of the normal metre to
the wavelength of the cadmium' red line. In the Internatio
nal System of Units (81), adopted in 1961, the unit 'of
length, viz. 1 m, is defined via the wavelength of the orange'
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line of a krypton isotope 88Kr (1 m = 1 650 763.73 AKr).
However, these measurements involved a conventional light
source, namely, a standardized discharge tube fil~d with
krypton. The transition to laser radiation can considerably
improve the accuracy of measuring the wavelength. The use
of lasers, generating in the radio-frequency range (masers),
also enables us to establish the unit of time with a very high
precision.

Holography

Only one of the 'three parameters characterizing a wave
process, namely amplitude, phase and wavelength, was used
in all of the above-mentioned experiments for retrieval of
information. A photograph records only the distribution of
illumination, proportional to the square of an amplitude
14 II. In interferometric experiments we record the displa
cement of interference fringes, determined by the phase
difference L1cp. Classical spectroscopy measures wavelength A.
True, there were attempts to use simultaneously two para
meters, as in Lippmann's colour photographs, for examp
le. But these attempts were only of a partial nature. The
use of phase relations was hampered by the lack of coherent
light sources. The discovery of lasers opened up new possi
bilities in this respect, and these were promptly realized.
Among them holography displayed an especially rapid and
multidirectional development.

The ideas constituting the foundation of the holographic
recording of information transmitted by the optical image,
·were formulated in 1947 by English physicist Gabor. The
word 'holography' consists of two Greek words 0Ma (whole,
complete) and ypafllJ4 (record) and its literal meaning is
'complete recording'. And in fact a hologram, on which both
amplitudes and phase relations are recorded, is a more
complete coded recording of information than that realized
by means of a conventional photograph.

In the Section devoted to light interference, we described
the experiment enabling us to obtain a Fresnel ,zone plate.
This experiment can be interpreted in the following way.
Let us consider the pinhole 0 (see Fig. 00) from which radi-
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ate spherical wave surfaces, to be a point source. Recording
of phase distribution in the region of intersection of a sphe
rical wave front with the plane surface of a photographic
plate C is performed by means of the second beam of paral
lel rays (reference beam). When a developed photographic
plate is then illuminated (see Fig. 5b), two foci are formed:
a real one 0' and a virtual one 0". Each of them is an image'
of the 'object', i.e. of the point O.

Any complicated object can be considered as a set of
points reflecting light. If a system of waves reflected by an
object is superposed by a reference coherent wave, the photo
graphic plate will record an extremely complicated inter
ference pattern which is the superposition of an enormous
number of interference fringes representing individual points
of the object. When the plate is illuminated, two foci,
a virtual one and a real one, will correspond to each point
of the object. The interference pattern will produce a set
of point foci. In visual observation in the direction of virtu
al foci, we shall see the recorded object as if suspended in
the air, with its three-dimensional structure correctly
reproduced. The real image, which is also observable, is
characterized by an inverse perspective (pseudoscopy), be
cause the real focus from 8 more remote object is located furth
er from the hologram than that from a less remote object.
Therefore the real image is not used as a rule.

When Gabor published his first papers, realization of
holograms was hampered by the absence of bright'and extended
sources of coherent light. In 1963 the American scientists
Leith and Upatnieks used laser radiation for holography.
This greatly increased the possibilities of studying and
applying holographic techniques.

It should be noted that making holograms of sufficiently
large objects requires a wide beam of coherent light, wider
than that emitted by the laser. The diameter of the laser
beam is determined by that of the generating discharge tube
or a solid rod, and usually does not exceed 1 em. However,
this difficulty can be easily overcome by making use of an
additional optical system which produces a parallel beam of
coherent light of a sufficiently large diameter.

The arrangement for making a hologram is shown in
Fig. 1&, in whic~ ab is the primary beam of coherent light, B
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Fig. 16. The method of hologram recording: B-semitransparent
reflecting, plate, splitting the .primary beam into a reference and an
object beam; C-photographic plate (a).. Reconstruction of a holo-
gram: primary wave front ab, passing through the hologram C, forms
a virtual 'image 0" and a real image 0' (b).

is a semitransparent mirror splitting the beam into two
beams: a beam a'b', incident on the object 0, and a reference
beam a/b", The reference beam and the beam, reflected from
the 'object, interfere, An interference pattern produced there
by is recorded on a photographic plate C.

This pattern is composed of small details and is so com
plicated (for..a complicated object) that direct visual exami
nation of the resultant hologram cannot resolve it: the
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plate appears uniformly grey-coloured. Microscopic exa
mination reveals a complex ensemble of more or less darke
ned places on a photographic layer. But these dark spots
represent the very code which serves to record the amplitude
and phase distributions, and which transmits rich informa
tion about the object. The remaining problem is to read
this code through.

The reading is carried out by means of decoding the ho
logram by illuminating it with a system of coherent plane
waves ab (see Fig. i6b). This illumination produces a real
0' and a virtual 0" image of the object. The system of waves,
corresponding to the virtual image, is quite similar to the
waves that were being emitted by the object itself. There
fore a hologram completely reconstructs the three-dimensi
onal structure of the object, i.e. it reproduces not only the
apparent spatial arrangement, but also the parallax which
consists in the apparent change of the position of the objects
due to the change of the position of the observer. If, for
example, we have two rods placed at different distances from
us, then by moving the head, we'can see the back rod either
to the left or to the right of the front o.ne. At a certain posi
tion of the head the front rod will screen the back one. The
same phenomenon is seen when we observe a virtual image
formed by a hologram. Obviously, the relative position of
the rods on a conventional photograph cannot be changed
by changing the angle of sight.

When the angle of sight at which we observe the hologram
is changed, the position and relative brightness of Dashes also
change, exactly like they do when we regard a real object.

The reconstructed hologram is one-coloured. For example,
it is red if a neon-helium laser, generating in one of the red
lines of' neon, is used for recording and reconstructing
a hologram. In 1962 the Soviet physicist Denisyuk sugges
ted to record holograms in thick-layer photographic emul
sions in which light-refiecting silver layers are formed. In
other words, he' combined the principle oJ the Gabor holo
graphy with that of the Lippmann colour photography. In
the- case of recording holograms by Denisyuk's techniques,
the reference beam and the reflected beam propagate towards
each other. The images reconstructed by means of Denisyuk's
holograms are three-dimensional and multicoloured. They
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record information for all the three parameters: amplitude,
phase and wavelength.

The importance of the holographic methods is not restrict
ed to the possibility of producing three-dimensional and
multicoloured images. The hologram is a new and more
detailed way of recording the information transmitted by
light waves. An ordinary photograph can be considered as
a storage device capable of reconstructing the distribution
of amplitudes (illuminations) in the wave field emitted by
the object. In this sense a hologram is a more capacious
storing device reconstructing the amplitude and phase cha
racteristics of a complicated optical perturbation produced
by an object. By varying the methods of recording, decoding
and processing the information, we can develop diverse
methods of studying objects that cannot be realized by the
conventional photographic methods.

The first distinction between holography and photography
is the identity of the holographic positive and negative.
This property is explained by the fact that only-phase diffe
rences Aq> are important for reconstructing 8 hologram. The
second distinction is due to the fact that any part of a holo
gram contains information on all the parts of the object,
while different parts of a photograph record information on
distinct parts of the object. This surprising (at a first glance)
property of holograms is natural, since any portion of the
photographic plate C (see Fig. 16a) is illuminated by the
rays from all parts of the object. If a final holographic plate
is cut into, for instance, two parts, each of the halves will
allow us to reconstruct the object as a whole. Two halves of
a torn-up photograph obviously contain nonidentical infor
mation.

Of course, the use of a part of a hologram instead of the
whole plate depletes the information obtained about the
object, but in a way.diflerent from that encountered when
a part of a photograph is used. Seeing the virtual image 0"
in reconstructing a hologram is equivalent to viewing the
object through·a diaphragm (window) with dimensions corres
ponding to those of the plate C. The use of 8 fraction of
a hologram reduces the dimensions of this window. Since each
point of the image is formed by interference of fays radia
ting from all parts of the hologram, reduction of its size
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leads to a reduction of the number of discernible details.
The quality of the image is thus deteriorated.

The window effect can also be obtained by narrowing the
beam ab with which a hologram is reconstructed. The nar
rowed beam illuminates only part of the hologram, and the
result is the same as in observation of the object through
a window of a size equal to that of the illuminated part of
the plate C. The displacement of the illuminated spot
(scanning) is equivalent to the displacement of the window
from which we view the ensemble of objects (a scene).

Due to the same feature of holograms, the role of defects
is quite different for a hologram and a photograph. For
example, a black spot on a photograph precludes our seeing
the details covered by it, while the same spot on a hologram
does not obstruct the reconstruction of the object as a whole.

The information capacity of a hologram is much higher
than that of a photograph. For example, three objects, loca
ted at unequal distances from the photographic objective,
cannot be simultaneously brought into focus. If we focus
the camera on one of them, the images of the two others
will be blurred. To obtain sharp images of all of the three
objects three different photographs must be taken. But in
reconstructing a hologram of these three objects the images
obtained are at different distances from the hologram, and
each of them can be brought into perfect focus.

One hologram may be superposed with several others,
taken by means of lasers emitting light of different wave
lengths AI, A2' As,... In consecutive reconstruction of the
hologram with the light of the same wavelengths separate
images will be produced.

The use of holography in microscopy is of great interest
among its various. applications. Short-focus objectives are
used in conventional microscopes to achieve high magnifica
tions, This results in a small depth of field of an image and
leads to a necessity of examining the object in very thin
sections. The holographic method 'opens here promising
perspectives owing to the possibility of simultaneous recor
ding of the light waves emitted from a three-dimensional
object. Having recorded the hologram, we can then consecu
tively investigate the whole bulk of the object, moving only
the optical system in the process of hologram decoding.
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Fig. 17. A diagram of application of holography to microscopy: .A
laser; B I , B2-semitransparent plates; CI , Cs-mirrors; O-object;
M -microscope; P-photographic plate.

Fig. 17 shows the' arrangement of the holographic method of
recording used in microscopy. The light from a laser A is
splitted by a semitransparent plate B1 into two beams. One
of them, reflected from the mirror CI , passes through the
observed object 0 and then through the microscope. The se
cond beam is reflected from the mirror Cs and then from the
semitransparent plate B 2 • It forms the reference beam. The
two beams are brought together and, being coherent, inter
fere and produce a holographic recording of information on
a photographic plate.

Of special interest is the application of the so-called
holographic interferometry. In usual interferometry we
observe the result of superposition of two systems of waves
from a single source which passed different paths and under
went nonidentical changes. In a Michelson interferometer,
for example, the splitter A (Fig. 7) creates two systems of
waves propagating at right angles to each other and then
overlapping and interfering at the point SIt. Let us consider
the following situation: let one of the mirrors (Bt or Bi)
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possess some sort of a defect, e.g. a depression in its middle
portion. This depression will introduce an additional path
difference, which will modify the interference pattern
observed at the point SIt. Conversely, the observed inter
ference pattern makes it possible to infer the. characteris
tics of a mirror defect.

Let us note a significant feature: to compare the proper
ties of the mirrors B1 and B 2 they must be used simultane
ously. A hologram, which is a storing device recording the
amplitude and phase distributions in the wave front, makes
it .possible to use separately in time the two objects being
compared. To achieve this it is sufficient to superpose on the
same photographic plate the holograms of the objects, obtai
ned at different moments of time. The reconstruction of the
hologram will produce two wave fronts,. corresponding to
both objects. These wave fronts will interfere with each
other.

The applications .of this method are most various. For
example, it enables to observe interferometrically the changes
in one object under the forces acting at different moments
of time. This is realized by superposing two holograms, one
of which is recorded during the action of the first force, and
the other, during the second one.

Decoding of the hologram obtained offers additional pos
sibilities, and in particular, to increase the magnification.
For this purpose a hologram is Illuminated by the light with
a wavelength 'A' greater than the wavelength 'A which was
used to record the hologram. Since the diffraction angles are
proportional to the wavelength, other factors being equal,
the resultant magnification will be equal to 'A'fA.

·Comparing the processes of hologram recording and recon
structing to separate links of the 'Shannon chaint, we must
pose a question: at what stage is the information sampled,
where is it distorted during coding and decoding and what
is the role of noise? With Gabor's techniques we lose the
Information on colour. Recording of holograms in thick-layer
emulsion by the Denisyuk techniques transmits the informa
tion on colour. But in both cases we record only the informa
tion which was carried by the waves passing through the
window of the size determined by the size of the hologram.
The window not only limits the angle at which we can
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examine the image of the object", but it also limits the
resolving power, since the hologram size determines the
number of interfering rays.

And finally, the grainy structure of the photographic
emulsion is a significant factor. The grain size determines
the sharpness with which the interference pattern is fixed on
a hologram. As a result, photographic grains restrict the
number of details resolvable in the image of the object.
The modern holography uses photographic materials resol
ving up to 2000 and more lines per millimetre. However,
this is achieved at the expense of a considerable reduction of
sensitivity of photographic plates. Development of photo
graphic materials of higher quality is an important problem
of the holographic techniques.

A reference beam can also introduce a certain distortion.
If, for example, it does not emit perfectly plane wave fronts,
the recording of the interference pattern will be distorted.
However, this distortion will be eliminated if decoding of
a hologram is realized by means of a beam with the same
deviations from the plane wave front. This example indica
tes a very important problem of elimination of distortions
and noise in the process of decoding.

By applying special diaphragms or filters, we can improve
the quality of the image; reconstruct the image of an object
observed through a scattering medium (fog); single out
a weak light signal against the background of random noise,
etc. Ofparticular interest is the problem of pattern recognition
by the method of optical filtering. E.g., a specific retter can
be recognized among a large number of different letters. For
this purpose a tilter is selected such that, instead of forming
an image of the given letter in the plane, where the real ima
ge of the text appears, some' other pattern should form;
for example, in the form of a bright circle. Pattern recogni
tion is an important problem of modern cybernetics, the
solution of which, by means of standard computers, meets
with considerable difficulties. The use of holographic techni
ques in this field opens up new and promising perspectives.

The number of interesting and important developments in
holography is rising continuously. It is essential to note that
the principles of holography are based on the fundamentals
of wave optics of very long standing. However, on the one
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hand, new comprehension of these fundamentals was called
for, and here the ideas of the theory of information played
a significant heuristic role, on the other hand, the realiza
tion of holograms became fully possible only after lasers,
sources of coherent light, have been designed. This is an
extremely 'interesting and typical example of science's
progress. The older ideas, if. they reflect sufficiently well
a certain, however limited, objective side of the reality
do not die off when new discoveries come into being. In
combination with new data, and at a new level of under
standing, they lead to results which may prove extremely
fruitful and play an important role in further progress of
science and technology.
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